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Two signs Jihvamuliya and Upadhmaniya (voiceless velar and bilabial fricatives)
were encoded in Kannada script. These two signs are related to the jihvamuliya
and upadhmaniya in other Indic scripts such as Brahmi, Sharada, Ranjana and
Tibetan. These forms in Kannada share glyphic similarity with that of Brahmi and
Devanagari. Information was not given in the original proposal and in Unicode
chapter of Kannada regarding their combinations with the consonants. Similar to
other scripts these two signs form ligatures/stacks with consonants.
Currently, these are displayed as
JIHVAMULIYA ೱ + CONSONANT (KA-ಕ or KHA-ಖ) →

ೱಕ or ೱಖ

UPADHMANIYA ೲ + CONSONANT (PA-ಪ or PHA- ಫ) → ೲಪ or ೲಫ

But, they are actually represented as stacks/ligatures. The above forms should not
be used. Correct sequences are represented below
JIHVAMULIYA + CONSONANT → STACK OF JIHVAMULIYA AND CONSONANT
UPADHMANIYA + CONSONANT → STACK OF UPADHMANIYA AND CONSONANT
Correct Sequence
JIHVAMULIYA ೱ + CONSONANT (KA-ಕ or KHA-ಖ) →

ೱÌ

UPADHMANIYA ೲ + CONSONANT (PA-ಪ or PHA- ಫ) →

or

ೱÍ

or

1CF5 VEDIC SIGN JIHVAMULIYA is also used in some texts as

ᳵÌ

Combinations of these glyphs with vowel signs.
Dependent vowel signs are also added to stack containing jihvamuliya and
upadhmaniya.
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Such as

etc.

Similarly vowel signs are added for combinations of,

ೱÍ,

and

.

Thus it requested that Kannada fonts should display appropriate glyphs.

Conclusion
Thus it is recommended ligatures or stacks should be used with JIHVA/UPADH.
In any stacking or ligating behavior of these signs care should be taken at the rendering
level, as follows:
JIHVA/UPADH + CONSONANT → LIGATURE/STACK OF JIHVA/UPADH AND CONSONANT
It is further requested to mention about this in the Unicode script chapter of Kannada
similar to Brahmi and Sharada. Such that this is helpful for the font developers and native
users of Kannada. The above sequences should be aptly displayed in Kannada fonts.
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Attestations

Fig.1 Description about the signs from Shabdamanidarpana.
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Fig. 2 Usage of stacks from Shabdamanidarpana.

Fig.3 Stacking in Jihvamuliya and Upadhmaniya from Tobias Zacharias
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Fig.4 Usage of stacks from Shabdamanidarpana.
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Fig. 5 Usage of stacks from “A grammar of the Carnataca language”.
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Fig.6 Usage of stacks from Krishnaiah
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